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One the most important parading in supply chain
management is to move from descentralized

decisions to cooperative decisions

Each Retail Center determines its own actions 
independently of others Retail Centers 
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One the most important parading in supply chain
management is to move from descentralized

decisions to cooperative decisions

Vendor (Depot) takes decisions about the inventory 
levels of its retail centers
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Iventory Routing Problem (IRP) 
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Iventory Routing Problem (IRP) 

* The vehicle routing problem (VRP)

* Inventory Management \ Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)

Trade-off decisions:

* When to deliver a customer?

* How much to deliver a customer?

* Which delivery routes to use?

Minimize the Total Cost (Inventory cost + Routing cost) for the

planning period

Take better decissions in the global sytem



Iventory Routing Problem (IRP) 

* The vehicle routing problem (VRP)

* Inventory Management \ Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)

Trade-off decisions:

* When to deliver a customer?

* How much to deliver a customer?

* Which delivery routes to use?

Methods to obtain optimal or quasi-optimal solutions in a 

bounded time

High Level of complexity resulting for the integration
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Methodology to solve the IRP using a simheuristic approach 

in which a metaheuristic solution technique (VNS) is 

combined with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)

IRP with stochastic demands 

Main Objective

Context

Consider initial stock levels and possible inventory stock-outs

Single Period
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Current (Initial) Inventory Level

Maximun Stock Capacity

IRP

(Order quantity)

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

Inventory DecisionInventory Decision

(Percentage of the Max. Stock Capacity)

(Replenishment level)

Li

Li*

(MCS) Suplus

Stock-Out

(Function cost)

I(ri, Di; I ∈ V*)  = 

Total Inventory Cost



( Complete and undirected graph )

Minimize { E[I(ri,Di)] + R(x) }

IRP
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)

Inventory Decision

I(ri, Di; I ∈ V*)  = 

Total Inventory Cost

Total Routing Cost

X ∈{0,1}
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Create Initial Solution 

Apply VNS

Apply refinement 

procedure

Calculate expected inventory 

costs for each RC-Policy (MCS)

Apply CWS heuristic for all

RC using the same refill policy

N Best Solutions

Best Solution
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Biased Randomization

Uniform Randomized Selection Biased  Randomized Selection
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Create Initial Solution 

Though Simulation

Apply VNS

Apply refinement 

procedure

Calculate expected inventory 

costs for each RC-Policy

Apply CWS heuristic for all

RC using the same refill policy

Apply Shaking

Apply Local Search

Improve Routing Cost using the

CWS with Bias Randomization

N Best Solutions

Best Solution
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 We use the benchmarks for the VRP provided by Augerat et al. (1995).

 The data set consists of 27 instances ranging from 27-80 Retail Centers.

 Each instance is tested with different λ values (0.01/0.25/0.5/0.75/1.0) and three demand

variance levels (0.25/0.5/0.75), leading to a total of 15 test per instance (405 total test).

 We have defined 5 refill policies (no refill, 0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75%, 1%)

 We compare our results with the obtained results in Juan et al. (2014) (BKS), using the same

benchmarks. The algorithm proposed by Juan et al. (2014) has been executed in order to

compare our results in the same machine. (30 seconds for each execution in both cases)

 The algorithm is implemented using Java Standard Edition 7 and computational experiments

have been performed using a 2.3 Ghz Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) processor with 8GB of

RAM running under CentOS release 6.6.
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Conclusions

 We have presented an initial Simheuristic approach in which the VNS 

metaheuristic is combined with Monte Carlo Simulation.

 Our algorithm is easy-to-to implement and provides solutions to large IRP 

problem settings in only a few seconds

 A range of experiments underline the algorithm's competitiveness compared 

to previously used heuristic methodologies.

Future Work

 Extend the Single Period IRP to Multiperiod. 

 Extend to multidepot IRP.




